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Abstract

In the present work we study, in the spirit of the 3D generalised
SUSY model oscillator Hamiltoaian of Cell» and Hasan (CH), a gen-
ezaHied Diiac oscillator interaction that leads, in the pon-ielativistic
limit considered for both signs of energy, to the CH's generalised 3D
SUSY osáü&tor. We bring oat hero the relevava of this intenction
to the CH's SUSY model and the SUSY breaking» dependent on the
Wignei parameter.
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1 Introduction

Moahinsky et al [1] have recently revived interest in the Dirac oscillator in-
teraction model that leads in the non-relativistic limit (treated for both signs
of energy) to the 3D SUSY isotropic oscillator of Ui [2] and Balantekin [3].
Following the principal tines of the usual ID formulation of SUSY Quantum
Mechanics and suitably modifying the same for 3D, Celka and Hussin(CH)
[4] have generalized the earlier SUSY model oscillator Hamiltonian of Ui and
Balantekin. In an earlier work [5] we identified the free parameter of the CE
model with the Wigner parameter of a related super-realized [5] general 3D
Wigner oscillator system satisfying a super generalizad quantum commuta-
tion relation.In the present work we study, in the spirit of the CH-model,
a generalized Dirac oscillator interaction (Sec.2) that will lead, in the non-
relativistic limit considered for both signs of energy to the CH's generalized
3D SUSY oscillator. Though such a generalized interaction has been earlier
treated by Castanos et al [6], we bring out here the relevance of this inter-
action to the CH's SUSY model and the SUSY breakings dependent on the
Wigner parameter.

2 The Generalized Dirac Oscillator Interac-
tion and SUSY Breaking

The Dirac oscillator interaction (c = ft = 1, u > 0)

(S = E ^ , ;9 = Es), (1)

^ = 0(i,j = 1,2,3), (2)

revived by Moshinsky et al [1] leads, in the nonrelativistic limit (treated
for both signs of energy) to the 3D SUSY isotropic oscillator Hamiltonian
H{0; u) of Ui [2] and Balantekin [3].

A generalized Dirac oscillator interaction [6] is given by

= S • [p - ipiMur- ^ f } ] + UP. (3)
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Introducing the mutually adjoint super-realized Wignei ladder opeiatoia (Jar
yaraxnan and Rodrigues [S])

j ^ i) I } (4)
where K = Es(5 • Z +1) is the celebrated Ditac Jf-operator, we can rewrite
E$ at (3) as

; w) - iit5»a+(Jir + A;*)} + Jlf0. (5)

In then follows from (5) that

Ç (6)
In (6), S{\;u) coincides with the generalized 3D SUSY model oscillator
Hamiltonian of Celka and Hussin [4]. In (6) Hw is the Wigner HamOtoni&n
given by

\{ } (7)
[Hw, a*(K + A; to)) = =p*.* (K + A; u,), (8)

where the ladder operators ^(K + \;u) satisfy the generalized quantum
commutation relation

[cT(K + A; w), a+(K + A; u)] = w{l + 2Es(Jir + A)}. (9)

When (6) is considered in the nonrel&tivistic Emit for both signs of energy
one obtains

J L { g * } ) (10)
where E(\; u) is the eigenvalue of the CH-Hamfltonian H(\\ u) of (6) in the
non-ielativistic SUSY modeL

The complete spectrum E(X; u), Eq.(10), of H(X; u) in terms of E+ and
E~ for its sector Hamiltoniana H* and S~ in E(X; u) - diagonal (S+, H~)
fiJb into four classes (Jayaraman and Rodrigues [5]). For the spectra of

(i) 0 + 1 + A > 1) and (ii) ( - ( j + J) +A > l;j < A - |;A > 2)
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SUSY is broken in the conventional way with aD the doubly degenerate lev-
els starting with positive ground state energy. SUSY is not broken only for
class (Hi) ( - ( i +1 ) + A < - l ; j > A + £; A > 0). In class (iv) for the range
A - § < j < A - £(A - \ < j < A+1) the entire spectra oiH(\;w) is purely
that of the lower(upper) sector Hamiltonian H~{H+) with SUSY breaking
occurring in an exceptional way as the ground state and all the excited states
are non-degenerate (!). In class (iv) and for j = A — *, SUSY is broken in
an uncoventional way with none of the energy levels between B* and S~
being in common. The SUSY breakings brought out here for the nonrela-
tivistic Emit spectrum of the generalized Dirac oscillator interaction can be
studied for the relativistic case when the additional constraint provided by
the Dirac equation is fully implemented. Also the incorporation of the gener-
alized Dirac oscillator Hamiltonian in terms of the Wigner ladder operators
posàbintates a purely algebraic treatment for the relativistic problem, the
details of which wül be published separately.
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